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Abstract: Hotspots can become a ubiquitous infrastructure. The era of mobile computing has been changed and immerged in new

concept. There are several technological and deployment challenges are lingering before. These challenges are authentication, security,
coverage, management, location services, billing, and interoperability. There is an emergent need of high speed hotspots in public and
working sectors, also the unfolding of technical issues before meeting with advancement related goals should be taken into
consideration. This paper explores the challenges related to the authentication issues, security, management, location services which
will be further helps in improving ability of computer system and software’s with respect to wireless hotspot.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays Internet is part of daily routine where multiple
tasks are being done online such as banking, purchasing and
social networking as well. Sphere of internet is speeded
widely in educational institutions, corporate sectors and in
accessing knowledge across the world. As estimated there
are four million hotspots in the world are used at present
(Venkataramana & Jayasri, 2016). To extend connectivity
of networks areas (WLANs) Wireless Local Area Network
is emerged as a reliable platform for networking and
enhanced connectivity of internet(Bahletal. 2002).In modern
era in order to provide strong connectivity “WI-FI” hotspots
wireless LAN based on IEEE 802.11b technology at 11
Mb/s are used. In upcoming years the extension of the data
rates is expected to be enhanced and popularized. Wireless
Internet service providers (WISPs) have evolved extensive
wireless networking across public synods to provide
convenient facility for users during travelling (R.V. Nee,
1999). In addition to enhanced wireless Wi-Fi hotspots
connectivity emergence of software oriented goals are made
due to challenging conditions in security and authentication.
Extensive mental view point in computing has been altered
in two forms i.e. numbers and types respectively. There are
abundance of challenges to be tackled while implementing
the wireless hotspot system.
Recent advancements are great predictor that is upcoming
generation, wide coverage of internet connectivity and
cellular data, which will help to achieve greater success by
introducing various strategies. This wide area network
having several limitation and also overlaid voice traffic.
There is an emergent need of high speed hotspots in public
and working sectors. There is also a need to unfold technical
issues before meeting with advancement related goals. This
unfolding includes authentication issues, security,
management, location services, improving ability of
computer system and software’s.

2. Technological Challenges
Authentication is one of the key step in establishing wireless
hotspot network and this task is challenging too. Other
related challenges are security ratio frequency range,

preference to the network, management of the network, and
require support for context aware services. In current
situation, hotspots are Wi-Fi network where authentication
procedure is applied by wireless-hop security.In modern era
CHOICE and SPINACH attempted topresent the use
utilisation authentication techniques based on third party (G.
Appenzelleretal.1999, Bahletal. 2001). Metz. Haller and
Kerberos has experienced the requirement of sophisticated
hardware for the identity verification of hotspot provider
with the ease of accessibility, there is an emergent
requirement to know the procedure and nature of public
environment to enhance the network accessibility (N. Haller
and C. Metz, 1996, ). It is also required to recognise the
mechanism of authenticationfor automated network system
using the techniques of one time user and password (OTP).
In the whole setup sophisticated hardware is compulsory
including, authentication latency can used in wireless LANs.
The user can be facilitated by user identity using their e-mail
and contact details. A login and password also enables easy
identification of location of users who are travelling.
Other than these technological threats to the wireless
networks there are several other safety threats i.e. lack of
encryption, the evil twin, session hijacking, session side
jacking and eaves dropping (Venkataramana&Jayasri,
2016). Despite the many efforts in estimating mobile user
location (Bahl&Padmanabhan, 2000), it is still not clear how
this location is best represented and used. Every location
aware system desiresthe capability to translate geographic
location information into a more usable. Bootstrap the
creation ofa universal location database that applications can
leverage for the user acceptance the hotspot operators has
currently provided connectivity through viable model to
encourage the connectivity up to user satisfaction
(Schilitetal., 2003).
Multi-hop hotspots initiate many challenges to the network
and protocol designer because of their inherent dynamic
nature as node mobility in which user may constantly enter
or leave the network or mobile when in communication. In
this process number of active nodes in thead hoc network
takes places and the volume of network traffic is changing
constantly. All nodes work within adhocnetwork within RF
range of access point they may not be able to hear the access
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point transmission Channel. In these hotspots network may
be transmitting information on behalf of other nodes it may
be power constrained than nodes in infrastructure networks.
These constraints inspire more power aware channel access
protocols and more effective power saving algorithms For
the use of Multiple Network Access, nodes in the multi-hop
are just one hop away from the access point work as a access
router or gateway between two network such as ad hoc
network of user odes and the infrastructure mode network
with respect to the access point simultaneously. Hotspot
network is beneficial to wireless user and hotspot operators
due to cellular network have better coverage otherwise
when cellular users enter in a building they can be awarded
high bandwidth Wi-Fi connectivity which reduces the load
on cellular network. The ability of software catalysed the
hardware through switch sensing up to the most resource
efficient mode of accessibility (Gustafsson&Jonsson, 2003).
For access of the network there is an alternative way to
migrate the connection across the devices at the medium of
interoperability. The industry and research efforts are in the
process to meet out the challenges of interoperability in
roaming relationship and effective packet routing agreement
is needed between network operators.
In the process of effort has been proposed and working of
WLAN with CDMA2000 based 3G and 4G network using a
special gateway to bridge the two networks and special
mobile software .It is an integrated authentication, security
with financial billing over the common platform. In this
process, multiple challenges of occurs, Handoff Mechanism,
Location assisted Roaming, system support for Handoff and
billing of the services provided by the network operation and
cellular network operators. It was found that to meet out the
problems and challenges IOTA gateway having RADIUS
server in the implementation of agreement between two
operators there is need to manage
Interoperability,
Authentication, security, coverage, network management
(Buddhikotetal., 2003).

3. Conclusions
Technological deployment challengesof Hotspot can be
handled with the support of following conservable and
effective points found in the study:
1) Interoperability, Authentication, security, coverage,
network management are the key challenges in the
development of the wireless hotspots.
2) The growing requirement for high-speed connectivity in
public areas.
3) A mechanism that is easy to use, economically
attractive, and provides fast access in a transparent in
independent manner.
4) The hotspot network providers to benefit robust third
party authenticating entity establish peering agreements
with other providers.
5) Establishment of business agreements with hotspot
network providers is required for installation,
maintenance, monitoring, and support and make
network access an everyday utility for the end user.
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